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 ملخص 

 ينتج الذي البشري لالعام هو الحوادث هذه أسباب أهم  أحد. كبيرة وبشرية مادية خسائر في دائمًا المرور حوادث تتسبب

 قياس على مبنية الحلول  بعض. السائق بحالة للتنبؤ طرق  عدة  احتراق تم ، المشكلة هذه لمعالجة. النعاس أو التعب  عن عادة

 القياسات  على الأخرى الحلول تعتمد بينما ، إلخ...  الفم تعبير ملاحظة ، العين طرفة مدة ،  الرأس حركة: مثل السائق سلوك

 .السائق لجسم  الداخلية الحالة حول معلومات على للحصول الفسيولوجية

  يستطيع مدمج في السيارة نظام إنشاء طريق عن المشكلة  هاته لعلاج  حل ايجاد الى التوصل ىإل العمل هذا يهدف 

 النظام ليقوم السائق وحركة إيماءات تلتقط السيارة في ثبتةم كاميرا باستخدام الفعلي الوقت في وإرهاقه السائق نعاس عن الكشف

 كان إذا مما للتحقق  الفم حالة مراقبةبوضع ل النظام عزز ،كما لا مأ مفتوحة العين كانت  ان  لمعرفة العين حالة بتحليل عندها

 .مبكرًا والتعب بالنعاس التنبؤ في يساعد قد والذي لا أم يتثاءب السائق

 

 الكلمات المفتاحية: 

.القياسات الفيسيولوجية ,طرفة العين,لسائق ل ةسلوكيال س بيا قالم ,تعب ونعاس السائق



                                                                                                                                                                                          
 

Résumé 

Les accidents de la circulation entraînent toujours de grandes pertes matérielles et humaines. 

L'une des principales causes de ces accidents est le facteur humain, qui résulte généralement de la 

fatigue ou de la somnolence. Pour résoudre ce problème, plusieurs méthodes ont été proposées 

pour prédire l'état du conducteur. Certaines solutions reposent sur la mesure du comportement du 

conducteur comme : le mouvement de la tête, le temps de clignotement, la note d’expression de la 

bouche ... etc., tandis que d’autres reposent sur des mesures physiologiques pour obtenir des 

informations sur l’état interne du conducteur. 

Dans ce travail nous avons réalisé une solution pour traiter ce problème en créant un système 

embarqué capable de détecter la somnolence / fatigue du conducteur en temps réel à l'aide d'une 

caméra intégrée dans la voiture qui capte les gestes et les mouvements du conducteur, afin que le 

système analyse ensuite l'état de l'œil pour voir si l'œil est ouvert ou non, le système est également 

assisté par un mode de surveillance de l'état de la bouche, pour vérifier si le conducteur bâille, ce 

qui peut aider à prédire la somnolence tôt. 

Mots clés : somnolence et fatigue du conducteur, mesures du comportement du conducteur, 

clignement des yeux, mesures des signaux physiologiques, système intégré.



                                                                                                                                                                                          
 

Abstract 

Traffic accidents always cause great material and human losses. One of the main causes of 

these accidents is the human factor, which usually results from fatigue or drowsiness. To address 

this problem, several methods have been proposed to predict the driver's condition. Some solutions 

are based on measuring the driver’s behavior such as: head movement, blink time, mouth 

expression note ... etc., while other solutions rely on physiological measurements to obtain 

information about the driver’s internal condition. 

This work aims to find a solution to treat this problem by creating a system that can detect 

driver drowsiness/fatigue in real time using a built-in camera in the car that captures the driver's 

gestures and movement, so that the system then analyzes the eye's condition to see if the eye is 

open or not, and the system has also strengthened By monitoring the condition of the mouth, to 

check whether the driver is yawning, which can help predict sleepiness early. 

Key words: Driver’s drowsiness and fatigue, Driver behavioral measures, eye blink, 

physiological signals measures, embedded system.
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General introduction 

The drowsiness is a normal biological state could happen for every human being while the 

scientists defines it as a state of impaired awareness associated with a desire or inclination to sleep 

[1]. 

But in some cases, this type of state can harm human life, especially while driving and it 

could be a cause for traffic accident because according to the recent statistics one out of every six 

(16.5%) deadly traffic accidents, and one out of eight (12.5%) crashes requiring hospitalization of 

car drivers or passengers is due to drowsy driving, also ,a recent AAA survey found that two out 

of every five drivers (41%) admitted to having fallen asleep at the wheel at some point, with one 

in ten drivers (10%) reporting they did so within the past year, and more than one-quarter of drivers 

(27%) admitting they had driven while they were “so sleepy that [they] had a hard time 

keeping[their] eyes open” within the past month [2]. In term of cost, one analysis estimated the 

cost of automobile accidents attributed to sleepiness to be between $29.2 to $37.9 billion [3]. 

That is why we are interested in finding a solution to this problem by developing an 

intelligent system built into the car that can detect driver drowsiness or fatigue in real time using 

the best possible method that can detect drowsiness with the least error and is more appropriate to 

our environment, so that the system then alerts the driver in order to prevent potential accidents.  

The objectives of our work are: 

• Find the different methods used to detect the drowsiness from the driver who set 

behind the wheel. 

• Develop an embedded system that can detect efficiently the driver’s drowsiness in 

real time. 

We will present through our manuscript four chapter; The first chapter is talking about the 

basics of machine learning. The second chapter is a Literature Review on Driver’s Drowsiness and 

Fatigue Detection which talk about the recent methods used to detect the drowsiness. The third 

chapter is the design and conception of our system, in this chapter we will present our system 

architecture and components, also the methods used to in our system detect the drowsiness. And 

the last chapter   present our system that we had developed with the obtained results we get it.
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1.1 Introduction 

Machine Learning (ML) is undeniably one of the most influential and powerful technologies 

in today’s world. ML is a tool for turning information into knowledge. In the past 50 years, there 

has been an explosion of data. This mass of data is useless unless we analyze it and find the patterns 

hidden within. Machine learning techniques are used to automatically find the valuable underlying 

patterns within complex data that we would otherwise struggle to discover. The hidden patterns 

and knowledge about a problem can be used to predict future events and perform all kinds of 

complex decision making [4]. 

But in the other side, Deep learning (DL) is an artificial intelligence (AI) function that 

imitates the workings of the human brain in processing data and creating patterns for use in decision 

making.  

DL has proven its strength in multiple fields requiring complex tasks compared to machine 

learning because: Machine learning algorithms are designed to “learn” to act by understanding 

labeled data and then use it to produce new results with more datasets. However, when the result 

is incorrect, there is a need to “teach them “unlike the deep learning networks because they do not 

require human intervention, as multilevel layers in neural networks place data in a hierarchy of 

different concepts, which ultimately learn from their own mistakes [5]. 

A few years back, deep learning changed the paradigm for ML, and with that we saw many 

new products emerge in various verticals including health care, education, ...etc. Most of these are 

possible because of the unlimited compute of the cloud, along with the intersection of a vast amount 

of data. However, this has also led to thoughts and questions on the challenges around privacy and 

data governance, and it’s opened a greenfield for various companies looking to bring the 

intelligence closer to the data, on users’ devices. On-device ML also brings other benefits like real-

time performance and personalization, and therefore is an important and natural space for growth 

in the ML world, despite its associated challenges [6]. 
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1.2 Machine Learning 

1.2.1 Definition 

Machine learning has many definitions: 

Definition 1: 

• The field of machine learning is concerned with the question of how to construct computer 

programs that automatically improve with experience [7]. 

Definition 2: 

• Machine learning is the field of study that gives computers the ability to learn without being 

explicitly programmed [8]. 

Definition 3: 

• A computer program is said to learn from experience E with respect to some task T and 

some performance measure P, if its performance on T, as measured by P, improves with 

experience E [7]. 

Definition 4: 

• Machine learning is a branch of study in which a model can learn automatically from the 

experience based on data without exclusively being modeled like in statistical models. Over a 

period and with more data, model predictions will become better [9]. 

1.2.2 Types of machine Learning 

Machine learning systems can be classified according to the amount and type of supervision 

the get during training. There are four major categories:  

• Supervised learning.     

• Unsupervised learning.  

• Semi supervised learning.  

• Reinforcement learning.  
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1.2.2.1 Supervised learning: Learning with a labeled training set  

The defining characteristics of supervised learning is the availability of annotated training 

data. The name invokes the idea of a ‘supervisor’ that instructs the learning system on the labels to 

associate with training examples. Typically, these labels are class labels in classification problems. 

Supervised learning algorithms induce models from these training data and these models can be 

used to classify other unlabeled data.[10].   

 

1.2.2.2 Unsupervised learning: Discover patterns in unlabeled data  

When a model does not require labeled data, we refer to unsupervised learning. These types 

of models try to learn or extract some underlying structure in the data or reduce down to its most 

important features. Clustering, dimensionality reduction, and some forms of feature extraction, 

such as text processing, are all unsupervised techniques [11]. 

The goal of unsupervised learning is for a machine to process a set of training data and then 

extract structure which cognitive scientists believe to be relevant to perception and conception .For 

example ,given a training set containing examples of handwritten digits ,we would like our machine 

to learn represent digit class without being told what the digit classes are .when the machine is 

given a new test image of, say , a 3,we hope that somewhere within the machine there will be a 

flashing light saying ”I think this is a 3!” [12]. 

Figure 1. A labeled training set for supervised learning (e.g., spam classification) [13]. 
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1.2.2.3 Semi supervised learning  

Some algorithms can deal with partially labeled training data, usually a lot of unlabeled data 

and a little bit of labeled data. This is called semi supervised learning.  

Some photo-hosting services, such as google photos, are good examples of this. Once you 

upload all your family photos to the service, it automatically recognizes that the same person A 

shown up in photos 1,5and 11,while another person B shows up in photos 2,5 and 7.this is the 

unsupervised part of the algorithm(clustering).now all the system needs is for you to tell it who 

these people are. Just one label per person and it is able to name everyone in every photo, which is 

useful for searching photos.  

Most semi supervised learning algorithms are combinations of unsupervised and supervised 

algorithms. for example, deep belief networks (DBNs) are based on unsupervised components 

called restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs) stacked on the top of one another. RBMs are trained 

sequentially in an unsupervised manner, and then the system is fine-tuned using supervised learning 

techniques [13]. 

Figure 2. semi-supervised learning with two class (triangles, squares): the unlabeled 

examples(circles)help classify an instance (the cross cross) into the triangle class rather than the 

square class, even though it is closer to the labeled squares [13]. 
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1.2.2.4 Reinforcement learning: learn to act based on feedback/reward  

Reinforcement learning is learning what to do-how to map situation to actions-so as to 

maximize a numerical reward signal. The learner is not told which actions to take, but instead must 

discover which actions yield the most reward by trying them.in the most interesting and challenging 

cases, actions may affect not only the immediate reward but also the next situation and, through 

that, all subsequent rewards. These two characteristics-trial and-error search and delayed reward-

are the two most important distinguishing features of reinforcement learning [14]. 

Example: learn to play Go, reward: win or lose. 

 

Figure 3.Reinforcement learning [13]. 

1.2.3 Machine learning process 

In [15] the author said that the machine learning process is an iterative process. It cannot be 

completed in one go. The most important activities to be performed for a machine learning solution 

are as follows:  

❖ Define the machine learning problem (it must be well-defined). 

❖ Gather, prepare, and enhance the data that is required. 
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❖ Use that data to build a model. This step goes in a loop and covers the following sub steps. As 

time, it may also lead to revisiting Step 2 on data or even require the redefinition of the problem 

statement:  

• Select the appropriate model/machine learning algorithm.  

• Train the machine learning algorithm on the training data and build the model.  

• Test the model. 

• Evaluate the results. 

• Continue this phase until the evaluation result is satisfactory and finalize the model.  

❖ Use the finalized model to make future predictions for the problem statement. 

1.2.4 Machine learning models 

1.2.4.1 Support vector machine  

The best way of introducing Support vector machines (SVMs) is to consider the simple task 

of binary classification. Many real-world problems involve prediction over two classes. An SVM 

is an abstract learning machine which will learn from a training data set and attempt to generalize 

and make correct predictions on novel data. For the training data we have a set of input vectors, 

denoted xi, with each input vector having a number of component features. These input vectors are 

paired with corresponding labels. Which we donate yi, and there is m such pairs (i =1..., m) [27]. 

The concept of Support Vector Machines was first developed by researchers of AT&T Bell 

Laboratories as” a training algorithm that maximizes the margin between the training patterns and 

the decision boundary”. Further research would develop the base algorithm into a flexible and 

accurate machine learning technique providing the ability for classification, and it would see use 

in financial forecasting, predicting medication adherence, and mobile communications. The 

algorithm can be trained (i.e. learn by example much like a human being), which gives SVMs the 

ability to label and categorize information presented to it. Metrics representing the entity in 

question are used by the SVM for classification. This is performed by projecting the metric” data 

from a low-dimensional space to a space of higher dimension” to increase the ability of the SVM 

to determine decision boundaries, and thus increase the accuracy of classification [16]. 
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1.2.4.2 Genetic algorithms 

The most popular technique in evolutionary computation research has been the genetic 

algorithm. In the traditional genetic algorithm, the representation used is a fixed-length bit string. 

Each position in the string is assumed to represent a particular feature of an individual, and the 

value stored in that position represents how that feature is expressed in the solution. Usually, the 

string is “evaluated ad a collection of structural features of a solution that have little or no 

interactions”. The analogy may be drawn directly to genes in biological organisms. Each gene 

represents an entity that is structurally independent of other genes [17]. 

1.2.4.3 Artificial neural network (ANN) 

Artificial neural networks are mathematical inventions inspired by observations made in the 

study of biological systems, though loosely based on the actual biology. An ANN can be described 

as mapping an input space to an output space. This concept is analogous to that of a mathematical 

function. The purpose of a neural network is to map an input into a desired output. While patterned 

after the interconnections between neurons found in biological systems, ANNs are no more related 

to real neurons than feathers are related to modern airplanes. Both biological systems, neurons and 

feathers, serve a useful purpose, but the implementation of the principals involved has resulted in 

man-made inventions that bear little resemblance to the biological systems that spawned the 

creative process [18]. 

1.2.5 Limitations of machine learning  

Despite its wide applications in general education such as curricular integration, learner 

interaction. ML shown some limitations in term of how it can promote learner’s DL. Research in 

machine learning has been primarily focused on the system functions like individualized cognitive 

diagnosis, error detection, expert model overlay, and learning path determination. Few efforts have 

been directed toward understanding the role of machine learning pertaining to scaffolds of deep 

and surface learning. It is obvious that teaching learners to solve problems without facilitating their 

abilities to transfer knowledge to new learning may render the learning experience less relevant 

and meaningful since learners tend to repeat the problem steps without questioning the meaning of 

the steps and understanding their connection to new learning. another reason why ML has been 
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slow in moving forward to deep and surface cognitive scaffolds is the technical challenges in terms 

of solutions to deep learning and knowledge transfer scaffolds [19]. 

1.3 Deep learning 

Deep Learning is part of ML in which we use models of a specific type, called deep artificial 

neural networks. Since their introduction, ANNs have gone through an extensive evolution process, 

leading to a number of subtypes, some of which are very complicated. 

1.3.1 Definitions 

DL has many definitions: 

Definition 1: 

Deep Learning is a new area of ML research, which has been introduced with the objective 

of moving ML closer to one of its original goals: Artificial Intelligence [20]. 

Definition 2: 

DL can be defined as the recursive of the learning of the features in the dataset by the 

algorithms itself as against the traditional machine learning algorithms which require features to 

be specified in advance. DL models works on the principles of ANN which consists of number of 

layers arranged in sequence (hierarchical order) and each layer act as output to subsequent layer. 

DL models use drop out techniques (dropping some of the nodes in the network during the training 

process) to overcome the problem found in artificial neural network. The depth of the deep learning 

models depends on the number of layers it contains. DL models are capable of processing linear 

and nonlinear data [21]. 

Definition 3: 

 DL is a class of ML techniques that exploit many layers of non-linear information processing 

for supervised or unsupervised feature extraction and transformation, and for pattern analysis and 

classification [22]. 
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Definition 4: 

DL is a connectionist approach to AI. A connectionist system is composed of a large number 

of simple components that collectively exhibit complex behavior. DL specifically employs 

multiple layers of components arranged in an acyclic graph (i.e. without loops). There are many 

kinds of layers but the common property is that the layer is differentiable. Another way of saying 

this is, the gradient can be calculated for any layer [23]. 

1.3.2 Deep learning models  

1.3.2.1 Convolution neural network (CNN)  

CNN are useful to process and classify images efficiently.it is similar to the feed forward 

networks except the fact that it can handle more weights and layers can handle three dimension 

such as width, height and depth during the transformation process. Convolution network involve 

the following layers: Input, ConV, ReLU, Pooling and Fully connected layers. The image is 

processed by the network as below:  

I. Input layer receives the inputs such as raw image of size x1*x2**x3 where x1 is the 

height, x2 is the width and x3 is the channel or depth and pass it to the next layer i.e. Convolution 

layer. 

Ii. Conv layer transforms the image into three-dimensional object using filters. The 

convolution layer use j filters of size y1*y1*x3 where the filters height and width will be smaller 

than the original image but the channel or the depth will be the same (i.e. y1<x1) the filters produce 

x1-y1+1 feature map.  

iii. ReLU layer applies activation function to the received input.  
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iv. Pooling layer will reduce the size of the imagelike. width and height of the image through 

down sampling technique but the not the depth of the image which is retained as same. Here the 

feature maps are subsampled using mean or max pooling or l2 norm pooling and filters of size g*g 

and with stride h.  

Here the max pooling of size 2*2 and stride2 is used. 

v. Fully connected layer acts as a classifier using the features received from the previous 

layers. The fully connected layer multiplies the features(input) with weight matrix and adds 

error(vector) to [21]. 

1.3.2.2 Recurrent Neural networks (RNNs)  

The RNN was first developed in the 1980s. Its structure consists of an input layer, one or 

more hidden layers, and an output layer. RNNs have chain-like structures of repeating modules 

with the idea behind using these modules as a memory to store important information from previous 

processing steps. Unlike feedforward neural networks, RNNs include a feedback loop that allows 

the neural network to accept a sequence of inputs. This means the output from step t - 1 is fed back 

into the network to influence the outcome of step t, and for each subsequent step. Therefore, RNNs 

have been successful in learning sequences. Fig 4 shows the sequential processing in RNN [28]. 
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Recurrent neural networks are a class of neural networks that exploit the sequential nature of 

their input. Such inputs could be a text, a speech, time series, and anything else where the 

occurrence of an element in the sequence is dependent on the elements that appeared before it [26]. 

1.3.2.3 Deep Belief networks  

The DBN contains two parts. RBM and Directed sigmoid network. DBN can work well with 

the unlabeled and unsupervised inputs using the probabilistic approach. Layers in the network have 

latent stochastic variables which are used to extract the feature from the input and acts as a hidden 

unit. The state of stochastic variables changes to 1 or 0 based on the weights and error value 

received from the previous latent stochastic variables. Here the layers are connected not the units 

within the layers are connected between them. The top two layers in the network are undirected 

connections among them wherein the lower layers have directed connections from the top layers. 

RBM is bipartite graph which contains two groups of units one is visible unit and another is hidden 

unit and it connects two nodes from different groups but not from same group.  

DBNs are formed through stacking of the RBM layers. Learning is done through Greedy 

learning process which selects the optimum parameters during each learning process aim at overall 

optimum at the end. Greedy learning algorithm uses generative weights and the top down approach. 

The values of the latent variables can be determined by using bottom up pass approach which uses 

the generative weights in opposite direction. DBNs are used in image and voice recognition video 

and motion capture, classification and clustering problems [21]. 

 

Figure 4. Sequential processing in an RNN [29]. 
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1.4 Mobile (On-device) machine learning  

1.4.1 Definition of an Edge Device 

Before we elaborate on on-device learning, it is helpful to define what we mean by a device, 

or specifically an edge device, in the context of on-device learning. We define an edge device to 

be a device whose compute, memory, and energy resources are constrained and cannot be easily 

increased or decreased. These constraints may be due to form-factor considerations (it is not 

possible to add more compute or memory or battery without increasing the size of the device) or 

due to cost considerations (there is enough space to add a GPU to a washing machine but this would 

increase its cost prohibitively). This definition of an edge device applies to all such consumer and 

industrial devices where resource constraints place limitations on what is available for building and 

training AI models. Any cloud solution such as Amazon AWS, Google Cloud Platform, Microsoft 

Azure, or even on-premise computing clusters do not fit the edge definition because it is easy to 

provision additional resources as needed. Likewise, a workstation would not be considered an edge 

device because it is straightforward to replace its CPU, add more memory, and even add an 

additional GPU card. A standard laptop on the other hand would be considered an edge device as 

it is not easy to add additional resources as needed, even though their resources generally far exceed 

what is normally considered as available in a consumer edge device [24]. 

1.4.2 On device learning definition 

Mobile machine learning is a growing field of ML that doesn’t involve data centers and giant 

clusters of high-powered GPU machines. Instead, we can now run machine learning operations on 

mobile devices to avoid the network bottleneck Applications such as Spotify and Apple Music, 

leaders in the music industry use a combination of on-device network and cloud services to 

generate results. However, on-device deep learning techniques have significantly evolved over the 

past two years, and they now cover a lot of everyday use cases without making any network calls. 

These include speech recognition, image recognition, object detection, gesture recognition, 

translation and text classification.  

Choosing a deep learning strategy for mobile applications might be harder because of the 

lack of relevant resources to get started [25]. 
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1.4.3 On device machine learning improvement approaches 

Figure 5. Different approaches to improving on-device learning [24]. 

 

Figure 5 shows an expanded hierarchical view of the different levels of the edge learning 

stack and highlight different ways to improve the performance of model training on the device at 

each level. The hardware approaches involve either adding additional resources to the restricted 

form-factor of the device or developing novel architectures that are more resource efficient. 
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Software approaches to improve model training involve either improving the performance of 

computing libraries such as OpenBLAS, Cuda, CuDNN or improving the performance of the 

machine learning algorithms themselves. Finally, theoretical approaches help direct new research 

on ML algorithms and improve our understanding of existing techniques and their generalizability 

to new problems, environments, and hardware [24]. 

1.5 Why use machine learning on mobile devices:  

In [15] the author said that ML is needed to extract meaningful and actionable information 

from huge amounts of data. A significant amount of computation is required to analyze huge 

amounts of data and arrive at an inference. This processing is ideal for a cloud environment. 

However, if we could carry out ML on a mobile, the following would be the advantages:  

• ML could be performed offline, as there would be no need to send all the data that the 

mobile has to the network and wait for results back from the server.  

• The network bandwidth cost incurred, if any, due to the transmission of mobile data to the 

server is avoided.  

• Latency can be avoided by processing data locally. Mobile machine learning has a great 

deal of responsiveness as we don’t have to wait for connection and response back from the server. 

It might take up to 1-2 seconds for server response, but mobile machine learning can do it instantly.  

• Privacy-this is another advantage of mobile machine learning. There is no need to send the 

user data outside the mobile device, enabling better privacy. 
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Some classic examples of ML on mobile devices are as follows: 

• Speech recognition. 

• Computer vision and image classification. 

• Gesture recognition. 

• Translation from one language into another. 

• Interactive on-device detection of text. 

• Autonomous vehicles, drone navigation, and robotics. 

• Patient-monitoring systems and mobile applications interacting with medical 

devices. 

 

1.6 Conclusion 

In short, ML and DL are one of the major and biggest areas of AI. But DL is an advanced 

form of machine learning that came to deal with unstructured and overwhelming information. Thus, 

DL can satisfy more problems easily and more efficiently. Also, the ML- or DL- application on 

devices occupied a large place in the tasks and fields of artificial intelligence because it provides 

some benefits such as privacy and confidentiality of information inside the devices because there 

is no need for servers, which is one of the features required in modern applications. But this concept 

requires some conditions that must be verified and some methods that must be followed before 

implementation due to the limited resources and computing time in these devices which must be 

taken into consideration.
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2.1 Introduction 

According to available statistical data, over 1.3 million people die each year on the road and 

20 to 50 million people suffer non-fatal injuries due to road accidents [30]. Based on police reports, 

the US National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) conservatively estimated that a 

total of 100,000 vehicle crashes each year are the direct result of driver drowsiness. These crashes 

resulted in approximately 1,550 deaths, 71,000 injuries and $12.5 billion in monetary losses [31]. 

In 2009, the US National Sleep Foundation (NSF) reported that 54% of adult drivers have 

driven a vehicle while drowsy and 28% of them actually fell asleep [32]. The German Road Safety 

Council (DVR) claims that one in four highway traffic fatalities are a result of momentary driver 

drowsiness [33]. These statistics suggest that driver drowsiness is one of the main causes of road 

accidents. When the driver is drowsy, he may not pay attention to the road and this may cause to 

an accident. In order to prevent these types of accidents, there are two main measures that can 

detect drowsiness: 

Driver behavioral measures: this measure mainly concerned with the extent of the driver's 

focus on his driving, by observing the driver’s head movements, eye blink, yawning or facial 

expression, etc. Which mostly detected by image processing techniques [34, 35]. 

Physiological signals measures: this category of measures focuses on analyzing the 

physiological signals of the driver to detect the drowsiness. Also, it provides an accurate measure 

of drowsiness because of the strong relationship of physiological signals with driver fatigue [36, 

37]. Beside to that, the physiological signals results are obtained in earlier stages of drowsiness 

[36] which helps to prevent the accidents. 

In literature, many researchers have analyzed the driver’s drowsiness/fatigue and they have 

proposed different methods based on group of metrics, furthermore, there are many cars industry 

which have developed their own driver’s drowsiness/fatigue system to improve the quality and the 

security of their products and reduce the losses caused by the drowsiness. In this chapter, we will 

first present some of the works that have been established in the car industry. Then, we will present, 

analyze, compare and discuss recent related works in literature. 
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2.2 Industry 

Currently in the automotive field, there are many companies that have developed devices 

used to detect drowsiness/fatigue efficiently. Also, the leading car signs have been developed from 

their systems to follow the driver’s condition accurately, although these companies do not state the 

methods used to detect drowsiness/fatigue and their accuracy in daily use, this companies have 

proven the efficacy of their products through user experiences. 

2.2.1 Warden 

Warden, a heart rate analysis-based system for driver’s drowsiness detection. Warden uses a 

range of sensors placed on the back of the driver's seat which analyze the changes in electric 

potential in the human body It detects the electrical impulses of the heart and returns the accurate 

R peak signal from the ECG users, which, in turn, can be used to measure the heart rate variance 

(HRV), which allows the device to alert the driver at an early stage of drowsiness via a smartphone 

app [38]. 

2.2.2 Vigo 

Vigo is a Bluetooth headset that is used to measure the driver's alertness by tracking eye and 

head movement. When Vigo senses the driver is sleepy, it stimulates him with a mixture of pulses, 

music or flashing light. Since data is sent to the cloud, the device has the ability to check alert levels 

for any other user. The Vigo app can be used to find out the driver's alert history, directions and 

suggestions on how to focus during long trips [38]. 

2.2.3 Stop sleep device 

Stop sleep is a device worn on finger to measures the driver’s levels of awareness and 

concentration continually by using 8 built-in cutaneous sensors which monitor his electrodermal 

activity. Stop sleep device analyze the driver’s brain activity to define his levels of concentration 

and awareness. if these levels start to drop, the system will alert the driver via the alarm system 

[39]. 

2.2.4 Leading cars landmarks 

In the automotive industry field, many cars companies such as Mercedes-Benz, Volvo, Saab, 

Nissan, and Hyundai used the Drowsy Driver Detection System technology which can detect the 

driver’s drowsiness to prevent possible accidents [38]. 
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Nissan 

When the car speed exceeds 60 km/h, the system analyzes the driver's driving behavior in 

order to detect baseline-style changes using statistical analysis of steering correction errors. The 

system tries to adapt to each person's driving style. If the system finds that the driver is exhausted 

or discovers that his attention is decreasing, the information "Taking a break" appears in the car 

screen. The system resets automatically when the engine is turned off [38]. 

Mercedes 

Mercedes Attention assist uses a sensor and detailed algorithm to detect fatigued driving 

behavior. Attention assist analyzes driving behavior in the first few minutes of the driver ride and 

assesses to his personal driving techniques using over 70 parameters. While he is driving, Attention 

assist identifies certain steering corrections that indicate drowsiness and fatigue. Attention assist 

also considers external factors, including road conditions, crosswinds, and driver interaction with 

vehicle controls. After considering these external factors, Attention assist will to the driver an alert 

that suggests him to take a break from driving if it determines that his driving behavior is due to 

fatigue [40]. 

 Volvo 

When the car is traveling above 65 km/h Driver alert is activated and still active as long as 

the speed is over 60 km/h. Using a camera that senses the surface lines drawn on the road and 

matches the lane segment with the driver's steering wheel motions. If the driver’s vehicle does not 

follow the road evenly it will alert him [41]. 

2.3 Scientific research works 

In [36], the authors classified the recent methods for driver’s drowsiness detection into four 

main measures: 

• Vehicle-based measures. 

• Subjective measures. 

• Driver behavioral measures. 
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• Driver physiological measures. 

2.3.1 Vehicle-Based Measures 

Vehicle-based measures provide a full evaluation on the driving performance by analyzing 

the changes in the vehicle’s environment including changes in speed, steering wheel movement, 

etc [42, 43]. But the changes in the vehicle’s environment are often the result of the last stage of 

drowsiness when the driver sleeps and loses control of his car, which does not help to prevent the 

accident. Another problem that limits the use of this measure in real world is the difficulty of 

adapting these systems to the changing nature of methods [44, 45]. 

2.3.2 Subjective Measures 

In the subjective measure, the driver himself evaluate his level of sleepiness. There are 2 

common scales: the Stanford Sleepiness Scale (SSS) [46, 47] and the Karolinska Sleepiness Scale 

(KSS) [46]. But because of its subjective nature, this measure is useless in realistic driving 

conditions. This comes in cause of asking the driver to assess his level of sleep may stimulate his 

awareness, and thus error in classification [48]. 

But in this work, we are interested of analyzing the drowsiness by extraction the data from 

the driver himself using the last two metrics. 

2.3.3 Driver’s behavior measures  

The driver behavioral measures are mainly concerned with the extent of the driver’s focus 

on his driving, by observing the driver’s head movements, eye, yawning, or facial expression, etc. 

[34, 35] which mostly detected by image processing techniques. Although the driver’s behavioral 

measures are non-intrusive, these measures suffer due to the instability of the vehicle's environment 

conditions, which directly affect the validity of these measures in detecting drowsiness [49, 50]. 

For example, changing lights inside or outside the car while driving during day and night, or the 

use of glasses by the driver leads to reduced image processing capabilities and the effectiveness of 

the detection in the system [48]. 

Moreover, studies of this measure are usually tested on people trying to simulate the state of 

drowsiness by mimicking the movement of yawning and tilting the position of the head, which 

may not reflect the true state of drowsiness, which negatively affects the results [48]. 
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In Table 1 we presented and compared some related researches about how can the driver’s 

drowsiness detected by using two major metrics: observing eye and the mouth expression. The 

main reason which made these two metrics a major metrics is because that the driver’s behaviors 

can be treated and analyzed by observing the facial expressions, especially verifying if his eyes are 

on the wheel and see if he is not drowsy, also observing his mouth changes to detect yawning state. 

Table 1. A comparison between driver drowsiness detection works using behavioral 

measures signals. 

 

Ref metrics sensors Classifier method accuracy 

51 Eye blinking camera STASM model (Based on neural 

network) 

94% 

52 Eye blinking camera Eye aspect ratio (EAR) Too high (not 

mentioned) 

53 Eye blinking 

 features extraction 

camera Hierarchical Multiscale Long 

Short-Term Memory network 

(HMLSTMN) 

Over 80% 

54 PERCLOS Camera 

with 

IR 

Illuminator 

SVM 99% 

55 Pupil (PERCLOS) CCD micro 

camera +IR 

Illuminator 

Ratio of eye-height 

and eye-width 

92% 

56 Yawning detection 

from the face 

camera circular Hough transform (CHT) 98% 

57 yawning camera Ratio of mouth-height and 

mouth-width 

94% 

58 Fusion between eye 

and mouth detection 

camera Multi-task convolutional neural 

network+ 

Optical flow 

97.06% 
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Discussion: 

The works in Table 1 generally gave a high accuracy results (>> 90 %, close to 100% in 

some cases), also these methods are the most realistic and the easiest methods to implement because 

they using only camera with/without IR Illuminator to capture the driver’s face behavior. 

From this table we can notice that analyzing the driver’s behavior is determine by two major 

metrics: Analyzing the eye state and detecting the yawning from driver’s mouth. 

Analysis the eye state (eye blinking, PERCLOS, pupil analysis, eye detection models): 

Many features have applied in the eye state to detect the drowsiness like detect the eye 

blinking [51,52,53] to determine if the closed eye is just blinking state or it’s reflected a really state 

of closed eye (Lack of attention on the road). This condition is verified by analysis the average 

time for eye blinking by analysis eye blinking extracted from a dataset (collect of videos) and 

determine the threshold of blinking then in the test phase if the blinking time reach to the threshold 

then the system will alert the driver to get his eye on the road. 

The closed eye is detected by calculating the EAR which is a constant value when the eye is 

open, but rapidly falls to 0 when the eye is closed [59]. 

 

In [58], the authors can detect the closed eye by passing the eye image to image classification 

model to identify if the eye is open or close by extracting the features from the eyes. 

The PERCLOS (Percentage of Eyelid Closure Over the Pupil Over Time) metric is used to 

assess the state of the pupil. PERCLOS is the mean of in the unit time the eye closed time occupies 

Figure 6. Eye aspect ratio (EAR) [59]. 
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proportion. PERCLOS has been tested and proven to be the most accurate eye parameter for fatigue 

monitoring. Fatigue can be detected by the eye closure/opening speed. It’s known as the amount 

of time required to open or close the eyes completely [55]. 

The PERCLOS detected by calculated the degree of opening/closing eye (EAR) per time by 

applying the formula (1). 

ŋ =
𝑡3−𝑡2

𝑡4−𝑡1
× 100%         (1)   

while: 

ŋ: the value of PERCLOS. 

𝑡1: the time that eyes closed from the largest to 80%. 

𝑡2 : the time that eyes closed from 80 % to 20 %. 

𝑡3: the time from 20% closed to 20% open. 

𝑡4 : the amount of time spent that that eyes open from 20% to 0%. 

 

Figure 7. PERCLOS principle [55]. 
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a) Detect the yawning from driver’s mouth: 

Some works as it shown in Table 1 have determine the drowsiness and fatigue based on 

yawning detection by detecting the mouth aspect ratio (MAR) which mean the distance between 

the two lips or verify if the system detect a blob hole in the mouth region. But in this metric, there 

is one big problem which is: 

Usually When the driver yawning, he put his hand on his mouth?! 

But in [57] the problem was treated by a continuous analysis of images frames and see if 

after the system was detecting the increase of opening mouth, suddenly the system does not give 

any value of mouth distance (no mouth detects) then it will presume that there is a yawning state. 

Finally, we notice that in the driver’s behavior measures, all previous work suffers from poor 

night lighting or lack of lighting, and as a result, the face/eye/mouth detection will not work 

properly. 

2.3.4 Driver Physiological Measures 

The previous measures can only be used after the driver starts to sleep, unlike this measure, 

which can prevent an accident because the ability of physiological signals to detect drowsiness in 

its early stages [36]. 

This last category of measures focuses on analyzing the physiological signals of the driver 

(Electrocardiogram (ECG), Electromyogram (EMG) Electroencephalogram (EEG) and Electro-

oculogram (EOG)) to detect the drowsiness and provide an accurate measure of drowsiness because 

of the strong relationship with driver fatigue [36,37]. 

Some researchers have used the EOG signal to identify driver drowsiness by analyzing the 

electric field generated by the electric potential difference between the cornea and retina. This 

electric field represents the orientation of the eyes, which allows to detect any drowsiness [36]. 

EEG is a common physiological signal that measure the driver’s drowsiness. The EEG signal 

has various frequency bands, including the delta band (0.5-4 Hz), which corresponds to sleep 

activity, the theta band (4-8 Hz), which is related to drowsiness, the alpha band (8-13 Hz), which 

represents relaxation and creativity, and the beta band (13–25 Hz), which corresponds to alertness 
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[36]. There some works that have used the EEG signals to detect the drowsiness [34,37]. For 

example, Picot, A et al. used the α and θ and β activities of the EEG signals extracted from the 

driver’s brain in order to classify his state to one of this three cases: “awake, drowsy, very drowsy” 

[60]. Also, ECG signals can be used in order to detect drowsiness by analyzing the HRV extracted 

from the ECG sensors [61,62,64]. 

The physiological signals are more accurate and suitable to detect the drowsiness with less 

error rate because the physiological signals start to change in earlier stages of drowsiness, this gives 

the driver a good time to alert him and thus may prevent the road accidents [36]. 

In general, the physiological signals firstly go through a preprocessing phase which used to 

filter the entered data from the artefacts and noises of the signals in order to improve the results 

and eliminate the unimportant data. 

Table 2.  A comparison between driver drowsiness detection works using physiological 

signals. 

Ref Sensors Classification method Classification 

accuracy 

69 EEG, EOG Fuzzy logic 80,6% 

(20 subjects) 

62 ECG sensor SVM, K-nearest neighbors (KNN), 

Ensemble classifier 

From 58% to 

100% 

63 EOG, EEG, ECG Case-based reasoning (CBR), SVM, 

Random Forest 

From 72% 

to 93% 

(30 subjects) 

64 ECG sensor ANN 90% (12 subjects) 

65 EEG, ECG, EOG 
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), 

LIBLINEAR, KNN, SVM 
 

95–97% (31 drivers) 

66 EEG, EMG ANN +Back Propagation Algorithm 

(awake,drowsy, sleep) 

98–99% 

(30 subjects) 

67 
EOG, MG    

 

SVM 90% (37 subjects) 

68 
EEG, EOG, 

EMG 

 

 

ANN 97–98% (10 

subjects) 
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The Table 2 represents a comparison that we have made between some studied works related 

to driver drowsiness detection using physiological signals. 

Discussion 

In general, these works have a high accuracy and stable results in most conditions, also the 

works that uses two or more sensors give higher accuracy results compared to the works that uses 

only one sensor. It can also be seen that the size of the dataset used in the model is a main factor 

for the results quality where if the dataset contain data for more subjects or the datasets collect 

more data on driver’s state, the results quality will be significantly higher. 

In [62] the authors did a comparative works of detecting the drowsiness using the ECG 

signals. They used in their work 3 classifiers: SVM and KNN and Ensemble classifiers to detect 

the drowsiness while the last classifier gave the better results. In part of classify sleepiness, the 

authors used 2 types of classification, the first divides the sleepiness into 2 classes (normal–drowsy, 

normal–visual inattention, normal–fatigue and normal–cognitive inattention). The second is used 

a fusion of the 5 classes. The results show that the 2 classes division gives a higher result (In 

normal-drowsy case the accuracy results was 100%) While the fusion of 5 classes gives a worse 

result (provides an overall accuracy of 58.3%). In [63], the authors used the three classifiers which 

are SVM, CBR, Random forest to find the best method that gives a higher result accuracy which 

was the SVM classifier with 93 % for the binary classification(alert, sleepy) and 79% for multi-

class(alert, sleepy, somewhat sleepy) while subject-dependent classification exhibited a 10% 

improvement in the system performance compared to the subject-independent classification. Also, 

they have embedded a contextual information, and that improved the classification performance by 

5%. Besides, they have analysis other driver’s states such as stress and cognitive states. 

The authors in [60] used EEG signals to obtain the brain information by analyzing the 

increase of α and θ activities that characterize the drowsiness case and analyze the decrease of β 

activity which is linked to active concentration. They also used the EOG signals to obtain the visual 

information about the blinking analysis. They use in their system 3 cases of driver’s state (awake, 

drowsy, very drowsy). And to analyze and extract the driver’s state they use a fuzzy logic based 

on merge of medical rules for the two physiological signals. The obtained results were about 80% 

which is a lower result compared to the other works. 
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In [64], the authors have proposed an approach that used the ECG sensor to analysis the HRV 

(Heart Rate variability). Before the model analysis the ECG signals, the data go through a filter 

phase in order to eliminate the artifacts and noises in the signals ( < 5Hz and > 40 Hz ➔ Ignore), 

then this filtered data enter to the ANN model as a input layer and go to a single hidden layer to 

determine the state of the subject (output), The ECG signals are enough-as they said, however the 

accuracy of this method is low compared to the others because they using a limited data for the 

prediction (12 subjects) so their model is insufficient for all cases. 

In [68] Artificial neural network was applied for detecting the state of a subject. Delta and 

Theta and Alpha (EEG sub bands) and LEOG and REOG and EMG was considering as an input 

layer of this model, also their model use 2 hidden layers to analysis the signals to determine the 

state of the subject (“awake”, “sleep”, ”drowsy”).Their model have a high accuracy caused by the 

using of multiple physiological sensors .Also they use of filter of artifacts and noises to extract the 

important data for the model . 

The authors in [66] had also used the ANN based approach, their work is much similar to the 

work in [68] but with a higher accuracy results because they collected more data (30 subjects 

instead of 10). 

But even if these methods have proven relatively effective for analyzing the physiological 

states of driver, the problems of wearbility, have limited the feasibility of using these systems in 

real-world driving conditions [69]. 

2.3.5 Hybrid measurement 

The hybrid between the driver’s behavior and the physiological signals is a good solution for 

driver’s drowsiness detection, and if it is implemented perfectly, it will give a high accuracy then 

using one of each metric. There are some works have used the concept of hybrid measures to detect 

the drowsiness [70, 71 and 72]. For example, Cheng et al. combined between the behavioral and 

the vehicle-based measures and the result of the hybrid method was significantly higher than those 

results using single sensor [72]. Guosheng et al. have mixed the subjective measures with the 

behavioral measures using PERCLOS metric with the physiological measures by analyzing the 

driver’s ECG and EEG signals to detect the drowsiness, and they found that the obtained results 

were higher success then the results obtained from the use of the measures individually [70]. 
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2.4 Best implementation 

establish the best implementation of the driver’s drowsiness and fatigue detection system. To 

do, we need to compare between all the analyzed metrics (driver’s behavior, physiological signals, 

hybrid measurement) for the same environment and for the same data. 

We have seen that some of the previous methods are used in the automotive industry. While 

each measure has its own weaknesses, making it incomplete solutions for use in the real world. But 

it seems that the concept of hybrid measures is a good solution to achieve the best possible 

performance because the detection of drowsiness in the real world needs to use non-intrusive 

acquisition methods. 

Considering this, L. Oliveira and al. [73] have compared drowsiness detection performance 

using a combination of a non-intrusive camera-based method with an EOG-based physiological 

method and an ECG signals video to obtain the best possible scenario by combining multiple data 

sources. In part of data, they have used in their work data from a real road experiment with sleep 

deprived drivers In order to classify sleepiness, the dividing cases of sleepiness levels idea was 

inspired by the 9-point Likert scale of the KSS scale to divide the problem into awake and drowsy 

cases in the binary division and for the multi class (3 classes) division they uses 3 cases which are 

awake and medium and drowsy [73].The division of sleepiness levels for both cases are displayed 

in the Figure 8. 

  
Figure 8.  KSS rating and their corresponding states for 2-class and 3-class [73]. 
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a) The binary division case (Awake, Drowsy) 

 

Discussion: 

It is recognizable that the ECG alone shows poor performance Figure. 9. Also, the overall 

performance obtained using EOG features is similar to the performance using video features. The 

same observation can be made when comparing ECG+EOG and ECG + video features. There is a 

slight improvement when using a hybrid approach including ECG features in addition to the EOG 

or video features. Regarding the different classifiers, there are some minor differences in their 

performance’s; however, no classifier seems to be far superior to the others. 

  

Figure 9. Accuracy results (average and standard deviation) for all classifiers for binary division case [73]. 
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b) The Multiclass division case (Awake, Medium, Drowsy) 

Disscucion: 

In the multi class division case the results obtained by applying the same methods as the 

binary case are displayed in the Figure 10. In this case, the same observations of the binary problem 

division can still be applied; but the overall accuracies are obviously lower compared to the 

previous case (about 10%).  

Figure 10. Accuracy results (average and standard deviation) for all classifiers for multiclass division case [73]. 
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2.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we have presented a review on different measurement approaches of driver’s 

drowsiness and fatigue detection systems. Then, we performed an analytical comparison of those 

approaches. We noticed that methods for measuring the driver behavior give high-resolution results 

in the case of good lighting but these results become less good in the light of night because it suffers 

from the detection of facial expressions. On the other hand, the physiological signal measurements 

give a stable result in most cases. The only drawback of this measure is that it is an intrusive method 

for the driver. 

Despite the difficulty of implementation and the requirements of much data to be collected 

for both measures. The hybrid metric appears promising to remedy the flaws of the two measures, 

and may yield impressive results.
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3.1 Introduction 

After analyzing the recent methods used to detect sleepiness, we will present in this chapter 

our developed system. We start by explaining the principal architecture and all its components. 

After that, we will introduce the methods that we used to detect drowsiness and discus about the 

choices used in our system. 

3.2 System architecture 

From the previous figure, we can see that we used an embedded system hidden in the vehicle 

(no cloud user part) where all actions take place within the vehicle's environment. The system 

consists of three main modules: the image capture module that captures the image of the driver 

who sits behind the steering wheel to send the image to the second module, which is the driver’s 

state prediction module, which can determine the driver’s condition to send the obtained results to 

the last module, which is the display module that displays the driver’s general condition. In a 

simple form that can be read and understood easily. 

 

Image capturing module 

Driver state prediction module 

Vehicle 

Figure 11. System architecture. 

Driver’s image 

Driver 

Display module 

Driver’s status 

Results 
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3.3 System components 

3.3.1 Driver 

The driver represents the person who sits behind the steering wheel who controls the 

management of the car and is the person whose condition is to be examined to prevent any possible 

accident resulting from any drowsiness or fatigue that may affect him. 

3.3.2 Image capturing module 

The only role of this unit is to constantly take pictures of the person sitting behind the wheel 

(the driver) and then send the pictures to the next unit (driver’s state prediction module). 

3.3.3 Drivers’ state prediction module 

Once the image capturing module sent the image to the recurrent module, this last start to 

identify the driver’s state using the methods disused in the previous chapter. 
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3.3.3.1 Driver’s state prediction module architecture 
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Figure 12. Driver's state prediction module architecture. 
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The previous figure shows the architecture of the driver’s condition prediction, where we 

can see that after obtaining the captured image from the previous unit, this process begins with the 

face detection phase to give as a result the precise location of the driver’s conscious mouth, so that 

these results are sent to the next two stages. Also, we can see that our system detects the driver’s 

condition based on the driver’s behavioral metrics (detection of eye and mouth condition). Oral 

condition to spot any potential cases of yawning that may help determine the driver's exact 

condition. As a result of this stage, the system gives two possible classes of oral condition which 

may be normal or open wide. Ultimately, the main program collects the results of both stages to 

determine the driver's overall condition, which may be one of the three categories (Awake / Yawn 

/ Sleepy). 

3.3.3.2 Driver’s state prediction module phases 

3.3.3.2.1 Face detection phase 

After obtained the images captured from the previous module, the face detection start works 

to find the exact location of the driver’s face, and the location of the mouth and eyes inside the 

driver’s face. 

In our system, we need to get this result from the face detection model as it’s shows in this 

figure. Our desired model must get the image of the driver’s face as an input and gave the mouth 

and eye sub images as an output. 

 

  

  

 

Face detection model 

Figure 13. Face detection phase process. 
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There are many models and techniques to detect the face with a high accuracy in short time. 

But in our system, we need to find the best technique which can detect the face and find inside it 

the eyes and the mouth localization in real time (leger technique), so because of that we have 

decide to use the facial landmarks model to extract the 68 facial landmarks points as shown in the 

algorithm below. 

 

Algorithm 1. Face detection Algorithm. 
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The main reason that we have chosen the Facial landmark model is: 

 Facial landmark detection algorithms aim to automatically identify the locations of the facial 

key landmark points on facial images or videos. Those key points are either the dominant points 

describing the unique location of a facial component (e.g., eye corner) or an interpolated point 

connecting those dominant points around the facial components and facial contour. Formally, 

given a facial image denoted as I, a landmark detection algorithm predicts the locations of  

D landmarks x = {x1, y1, x2, y2, ..., xD, yD}, where xi and yi resentment the image coordinates of 

the facial landmarks [76]. 

 

3.3.3.2.2 Eye state detection phase 

After finding the eye zone location, the system detects the eye state using a CNN model for 

image classification to identify the eye state(open/close). 

There are many methods and techniques to verify the eye state to check if the driver focuses 

at the road or not, like using a prediction models or calculate the eye aspect ratio which is a constant 

value when the eye is open. But rapidly falls to 0 when the eye is closed (previous chapter) to 

distinct between the blinking and the sleepiness states of driver. 

Figure 14. The 68 points of the facial landmarks model [75]. 
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In our system we have develop a CNN model for image classification for the eye image of 

driver. The main reason that we have choose a CNN technique is:  

The CNN performs better in image classification and identification purposes because 

taking matrix as input reduce the number of parameters and increase the reusability of 

weights [77]. 

Also, the usage of the methods that verified the eye state by calculating the EAR or analysis 

the PERCLOS have problems especially at the night where the eye movement could be very 

difficult to analyses and the face detection model will have problems to find the location of the 

eye. 

In our system we have built a typical CNN model with a sequence of layers which are: 

• Convolution layer with F1 filters and “ReLU” activation function.  

• Pooling layer. 

• Convolution layer with F2 filters and “ReLU” activation function.  

• Pooling layer. 

• Convolution layer with F3 filters and “ReLU” activation function.  

• Pooling layer. 

Then we flatten the outputs of the previous layer (pooling layer) to a single Dense layer with 

“ReLu” activation function. As an output layer, we have used a Dense layer with Sigmoid 

activation function with 1 class (Binary classification refer to eye is opened or not). 

Our CNN model is a binary image classification model, that’s mean that it will give us as a 

result one of two states of the eye: open or close. 

The architecture of our model is represented in the next figure (Figure 15). 
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 Figure 15. CNN model Architecture for eye state. 
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3.3.3.2.3 Mouth state detection phase 

At this point, we determine whether the driver's mouth is wide open (yawning) or in the 

normal state (speaking / singing / closing) by calculating the distance between the lips to check if 

the distance reaches a certain point that indicates a yawning case. 

After finding the exact location of the mouth, the yawning can be detected by calculated the 

mouth width and height by horizontal and vertical grayscale projection of the mouth area [78]. 

Ashlesha Singh and al say that yawning can be detected from the MAR which can calculated 

by computing the Euclidean distance between the landmark which can determine the yawning state 

if this value reach to a certain threshold [79]. 

So, in general, the yawning can be detected by checking if the mouth is just widely open 

(reach to a certain threshold). For that we detect the yawning using the process shown in the 

following figure (Figure 16). 
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Figure 16. Yawning detection process. 
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In our process, after we find the location and extract the mouth image, we calculate the MAR 

which can be defined by calculating the Euclidean distance between the two lips like it’s explained 

in the Figure 17 [80]. Then we compare this calculated value with a fixed value called “yawning 

threshold”. The yawning threshold is a fixed value that  which calculated and fixed after analysis 

a yawning dataset to see the average value (distance between lips) of the widely open mouth which 

lets us to distinct between the talking or singing or closing mouth states, also we calculate another 

value called “yawning threshold time”, the yawning time threshold refer to the average time that 

the mouth tacked while yawning.  

So, if the MAR reach to threshold then we will increment the time value until we reach to 

the yawning threshold time (Yawning state➔ Alarm start) or the MAR will decrease above the 

threshold before reached to time yawning threshold (Return to the first step).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A=d (Mouth [2], Mouth [10]) 

B=d (Mouth [4], Mouth [8] 

C=d (Mouth [0], Mouth [6]) 

 

A and B measure the vertical distance the eye and C calculates the horizontal dimensions 

of eye. 

MAR=(A+B) / (2.0 * C)      (2) 

d is the Euclidian distance 

between two points. 

Figure 17. Mouth region with reference coordinate points [80]. 
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So, in general we have calculating the MAR using the following algorithm. 

Algorithm 2. Calculate Mouth Aspect Ratio Algorithm. 

Algorithm 3. Mouth state detection Algorithm. 
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Using the MAR algorithm (Algorithm 2), we have developed our own algorithm to detect the 

mouth state as it shows in previous algorithm (Algorithm 3). 

3.3.3.2.4 Main program 

This is the last phase of our system, it gathers all the results obtained from the last two phases 

(eye state detection, yawning detection), then the system will decide the driver’s state based on 

using multiple metrics (Eye state, MAR,EAR) to classify the state into one of 3 classes which are: 

Awake: the normal condition where the driver is noticing on the road (eyes open / not 

yawning). 

Yawn: If the driver yawns while driving, the system will ask him if he is feeling sleepy or 

not and start closely monitoring his condition (by analyzing the aspect ratio in his eye, PERCLOS 

analysis, etc). 

Sleepy: If the system detects that the driver is not paying attention on the road (closing his 

eyes frequently or for a long time, moving his head a lot), the system will start trying to wake him 

up by triggering an alarm siren to ask him to stop aside to rest a little. 

3.3.4 Display module 

After the Driver Condition Predictor determines the general condition of the driver, it sends 

the obtained results to the display unit in abstract form. The main role of this unit is to convert 

these results from their abstract form (the logical variables of the eye condition, the real values of 

the mouth state) into a graphic form that is easy for the driver to read and understand.  

3.4 Discussion and argumentation   

We use an embedded system in the car to detect the drowsiness instead of using a connected 

system because in [74]   the author said that: 

• Algeria greatly lags behind in access to technological resources including the internet. In the 

region of North Africa, Algeria is ranked behind Morocco and Tunisia. Indeed, the internet 

penetration rate is estimated to be 14% while neighbors Morocco and Tunisia are respectively 

about 51% and 39% according to a case study conducted by Google North Africa in 2013. This 

lack of penetration is explained by the vast space of the country compared to its neighbors. 
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• The infrastructure of the internet in Algeria is weak and requires many things to make the 

situation better for Algerian internet users. This poor quality of internet connectivity is due 

mostly to selling the same bandwidth to more than 40 families at the same time, which causes 

major online blockage and traffic.  Users wonder why they are getting such a slow internet 

connection even if they registered for better service. By this logic, it became impossible to give 

them good internet service. 

• This situation has created a huge delay in online services as e-commerce and e-payment have 

not been implemented yet. Despite the existence of many e-commerce sites in Algeria like 

Echrily.com and Guiddini.com, traditional methods for payment by bank transfer, cash on 

delivery or even by cheque are used. 

• A recent official report published in Algerian newspaper “Echourok” disclosed that Algeria 

telecom was unable to make a global and obvious plan for fiber optic utilization and 

exploitation in a better way or to raise the capacity and the speed of the local and international 

access to the Internet. Algeria is considered to be one of the countries that has the slowest 

internet connectivity in the world, ranked 179th with a rate of 3.3 mbps/sec, according to a net 

index website. 

So, it is difficult and risky to use a connected system to detect the driver’s condition due to 

the poor internet service in Algeria and its failure to cover all regions. 

Also, we have combined between the eye state analysis and yawning metrics to get more 

information about the driver’s state. 
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3.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we introduce the concept and design of our system by introducing the system 

architecture and discussing the main components of this system. 

We also introduced the methods used in our system, which are methods based on the driver’s 

behavioral measures that can detect drowsiness by analyzing eye and mouth conditions to classify 

the driver’s condition within the three categories we used (Awake / Yawn / Sleepy). 

In the end we explain why we chose an embedded system and why we used CNN models 

rather than other methods to detect eye condition.
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4.1 Introduction 

After analyzing and introducing the concept of our system in the previous chapter, we have 

developed a prototype capable of detecting driver’s drowsiness/fatigue. Therefore, in this chapter, 

we will provide the required materials, tools and platforms used to build and develop our prototype. 

We will also show how we implement the system concept on the ground, and then we will discuss 

the results obtained. In the end we will show some pictures of our developed system. 

4.2 System overview 

 

Figure 18. System prototype. 

 

This figure shows the prototype of our system, where this system is characterized by its 

simplicity as it consists of a camera used to capture the driver’s movements (on Top left) in addition 

to the screen used to display the driver’s condition. The system is also characterized by being 

lightweight, easy to carry and portable.  

4.2.1 Hardware 

In this section we will present the required equipment that we will use in our system.  
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4.2.1.1 Raspberry pi 

We have used in our system the raspberry pi 3 

model B vol2 where the Raspberry Pi is a low cost, 

credit-card sized computer that plugs into a 

computer monitor or TV, and uses a standard 

keyboard and mouse. It is a capable little device that 

enables people of all ages to explore computing, and 

to learn how to program in languages like Scratch 

and Python [81].  

4.2.1.2 Pi Camera module 

Also, we have used a 5 MP pi camera version 

1.13 as an image capturing module to detect the 

driver’s movements. This pi camera features a 5MP 

(2592×1944pixels) Omni vision 5647 sensor, also 

it supports 1080p/30fps, 720p/60fps and 640x480p 

60/90 video recording. 

 

 

4.2.1.3 Raspberry pi LCD Touchscreen 

For the Display module we have choose to 

use a 3.5-inch raspberry pi LCD touchscreen with 

resolution of 320*480 dots.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19. Raspberry pi 3 model b vol2. 

Figure 20. Pi Camera module. 

Figure 21. Raspberry pi LCD touchscreen. 
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4.2.2 System characteristics 

 

Table 3.  System characteristics. 

 

The table shows the characteristics of our system. As we can see, our system has limited and 

weak resources, and this may negatively affect the effectiveness of the system. All these obstacles 

have made it necessary for us to work on improving our system in order to address these problems 

by working to exploit these resources in the best possible way. Also, using the pi camera module 

without any infrared sensor as the main imaging module for capturing was a problem for us in night 

light. 

4.2.2 Software tools 

In this section we will present the tools that we have used to develop our system. 

4.2.2.1 Python  

In our system we have used as a main developing language python with 3.7 version. 

Python is an interpreted, object-oriented, high-level programming language with dynamic 

semantics. Its high-level built in data structures, combined with dynamic typing and dynamic 

binding, make it very attractive for Rapid Application Development, as well as for use as a scripting 

or glue language to connect existing components together. Python's simple, easy to learn syntax 

Property Description 

OS Raspbian 2020 (Buster version) 

CPU ARM Cortex-A53 Quad-Core 1.2 GHz 

RAM (GB) 1 

Storage (GB) 16 

Camera 5 MP (2592×1944pixels) Omni vision 5647 

sensor 
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emphasizes readability and therefore reduces the cost of program maintenance. Python supports 

modules and packages, which encourages program modularity and code reuse. The Python 

interpreter and the extensive standard library are available in source or binary form without charge 

for all major platforms, and can be freely distributed [82].  

4.2.2.2 TensorFlow 

We have developed our CNN model of eye state using TensorFlow version 2.3. 

TensorFlow is an end-to-end open source platform for machine learning. It has a 

comprehensive, flexible ecosystem of tools, libraries and community resources that lets researchers 

push the state-of-the-art in ML and developers easily build and deploy ML powered applications 

[83]. 

4.2.2.3 Keras 

Keras is a high-level neural networks API, written in Python and capable of running on top 

of TensorFlow, CNTK, or Theano. It was developed with a focus on enabling fast experimentation. 

Being able to go from idea to result with the least possible delay is key to doing good research [84]. 

4.2.2.4 OpenCV 

OpenCV (Open Source Computer Vision Library) is an open source computer vision and 

machine learning software library. OpenCV was built to provide a common infrastructure for 

computer vision applications and to accelerate the use of machine perception in the commercial 

products [85]. 

4.3 Results 

In this section, we will discuss the results we obtained as we developed the system. 

4.3.1 Face detection 

For the face detection, we have used the pre-trained facial landmark detector inside the “dlib” 

library, which based on the 68 facial landmark model that used to estimate the location of 68 (x, 

y)-coordinates that map to facial structures on the face. This detector is an implementation of the 

One Millisecond Face Alignment with an Ensemble of Regression Trees [86]. 
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4.3.2 Eye state  

As we seen in the previous chapter, we have used a CNN model for identifying the eye state, 

also we have seen the model architecture. Using python language and TensorFlow, we have 

implemented this architecture into a real CNN model.  

 

Figure 22.  Eye state model configuration. 

 

The previous figure shows our eye state model architecture configuration which is a summary 

implementation of the model architecture presented in the previous chapter. 

In part of data, we have found many datasets for the driver’s eye. But we have used the MRL 

Eye Dataset to train it with our model where this dataset is a large-scale dataset of human eye 
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images. This dataset contains infrared images in low and high resolution, all captured in various 

lightning conditions and by different devices. The dataset is suitable for testing several features or 

trainable classifiers. The eye images are obtained by using the eye detector based on the histogram 

of oriented gradients combined with the SVM classifier [87]. 

The MRL dataset contains 12000 eye images and we divided them into 2 sets (training and 

validation sets) at a rate of 80% (10000 images) for training phase and 20% (2000 images) for 

validation phase. 

The model was trained using the previous dataset for 20 epochs, and the results are shows in 

the next figure. 

 

Figure 23. Accuracy and loss results for both training and validation sets. 

 

After analyzing the obtained results. We found that these results present an overfitting 

problem which happens when a model learns the detail and noise in the training data to the extent 
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that it negatively impacts the performance of the model on new data. This means that the noise or 

random fluctuations in the training data is picked up and learned as concepts by the model. The 

problem is that these concepts do not apply to new data and negatively impact the model’s ability 

to generalize [88]. The overfitting problem can be treated by some solutions like using the data 

augmentation by augment the dataset so that it has a sufficient number of training examples. Data 

augmentation is a strategy that enables practitioners to significantly increase the diversity of data 

available for training models, without actually collecting new data. Data augmentation techniques 

such as cropping, padding, and horizontal flipping are commonly used to train large neural 

networks. [89]. 

But this technique is generally used in a restricted and poor dataset case, and our system, we 

used around 12000 images from the MRL dataset which is very sufficient number of data(images). 

Another technique that use to fix the overfitting problem is the “Dropout” technique. 

Dropout is a regularization method that approximates training a large number of neural networks 

with different architectures in parallel. During training, some number of layer outputs are randomly 

ignored or “dropped out.” This has the effect of making the layer look-like and be treated-like a 

layer with a different number of nodes and connectivity to the prior layer. In effect, each update to 

a layer during training is performed with a different “view” of the configured layer. Dropout has 

the effect of making the training process noisy, forcing nodes within a layer to probabilistically 

take on more or less responsibility for the inputs. This conceptualization suggests that perhaps 

dropout breaks-up situations where network layers co-adapt to correct mistakes from prior layers, 

in turn making the model more robust [90]. 
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In our model, we have used the dropout technique with 0.2(set 20% of the neurons to zero 

during each training epoch) to the last max pooling layer. The new results are shown in next figure 

(Figure 24). 

 

After developing the CNN model that allows the determination of the state of the eye (open 

/ closed), we need to find the average duration of an eyelash that allows us to distinguish between 

normal blinking or the condition in which the eye is already closed. For that, we found that Human 

adults blink approximately 12 times per minute and one blink lasts about 1/3 second [91]. 

The eye condition detection process is also helped by analyzing the EAR to help the system 

give a better result, the idea of the EAR is the same as the mouth condition process but with a 

difference with the eye area (points  from 37 to 48) where we can detect About closing the eye 

when the EAR value drops to 0. 

4.3.3 Mouth state 

In Mouth state part, the story is a little bit simple because the accuracy and the results quality 

is related directly to the face (and mouth) detection results. And this due to that we are in this phase 

Figure 24. Accuracy and loss results for both training and validation sets after improvement. 
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just calculating the mouth aspect ratio from the mouth points that have been extracted from the 

output of the face detection phase. The only work here is to find the yawning threshold which let 

us distinct between the normally open mouth state and the widely open mouth state which reflect 

the yawning state where the distance between the two lips reach to its max value  and find the 

yawning time threshold which reflect to How long does it take for the mouth to be widely open(on 

max value). So, we have analysis the YawDD dataset which offers a variety videos with different 

conditions. YawDD contains two video datasets of drivers with various facial characteristics. The 

videos are taken in real and varying illumination conditions [92]. 

We have chosen the second video dataset because the camera is installed on the driver’s dash 

which is similar to what we have installed in our system. In this dataset Each participant has a 

single video containing scenes with driving, driving while talking, and driving while yawning. This 

dataset provides 29 videos consisting of both male and female drivers, with and without 

glasses/sunglasses, from different ethnicities [92]. 

After We have calculated the mouth aspect ratio of all the drivers during time, we have 

analyzed all the obtained results, we have concluded that: 

• In the yawning state, the mouth reaches its maximum opening (MAR>0.75) and stays 

at this threshold for a short time (3-4 seconds) before it begins to go close. 

• Contain multiple state of the mouth in normal case (talking, singing, smiling, or just 

closed). Where the MAR<0.75. 
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4.4 System Interfaces 

 

4.4.1 Home page 

this page shows the global status of the driver (eye/mouth state and the global state) beside 

to the driver image. 

 

Figure 25. Home page interface of all cases. 
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4.4.2 Eye state page 

In this page we can follow the eye state side by side with eye aspect ratio curve. 

Figure 26. Eye state page interface. 

4.4.3 Mouth state page 

In this page we can follow the mouth state side by side with mouth aspect ratio curve 

Figure 27. Mouth state page interface. 
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4.4.4 Settings page 

In this page we can manipulate the settings of our system by showning or hiding the eye and 

mouth curves.Also, we can activate the mouth state to detect  any yawning state or not. 

Figure 28. Settings page interface. 

4.5 Conclusion 

In summary, we have developed an embedded system that can detect sleepiness in real time 

using methods based on the driver’s behavioral metrics by analyzing both eye and mouth conditions 

to classify the driver’s condition into one of three states (Awake / Yawn / Sleepy). Although our 

system suffers from a lack of resources and a problem with night vision, we have developed a 

system that is able to determine the eye's condition with 93% accuracy in addition to the ability to 

detect any yawning condition, which may help to better identify the driver's condition. 
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General Conclusion 

The drowsiness is a serious problem and one of the most important and biggest causes of 

road accidents, which may cost a lot of material losses and may lead to great human losses as well. 

In literature, there are four measurements that can detect the drowsiness: vehicle-based 

measures, subjective measures, driver behavioral measures, physiological signals measures. 

Methods for measuring the driver behavior give high-resolution results in the case of good lighting 

but these results become less good in the light of night because it suffers from the detection of 

facial expressions. On the other hand, the physiological signal measurements give a stable result 

in most cases. The only drawback of this measure is that it is an intrusive method for the driver. 

The hybrid between measures is hard to implement but, it could give a better result and may fix the 

limitation of each measure. 

We have developed a system that can detect the driver’s drowsiness by analyzing 2 metrics 

of driver’s behaviors which are: analyze the eye state using a CNN model to verify if the eye is 

opened or not, the second metric used to augment the system accuracy by analyzing the mouth state 

to see if the driver is yawning or not which help to predict if the driver is drowsy. Because the 

system analyzes the data captured from the camera, our system suffering from the problem of the 

night vision where the light is poor the system can’t detect the face of the driver properly. 

In term of perspective, we suggest: 

• Augment the system accuracy by adding the physiological signals (ECG signal for 

because it gives the better combination with the eye analysis in term of results and 

best implementation in real world condition). 

• Create a comprehensive dataset from our environment to gives a better result.
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